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Control passing is an important element of the game and to deliver more fluid, intuitive control of the ball, we've made the dribbling
system more responsive and natural, allowing you to pass the ball in any direction at any time, with greater fluidity and less energy

expenditure. You can now swap between players after any pass has been released, and create game-changing plays with faster, more
accurate and reactive shots. We've also enhanced ball physics to make the most accurate, reactive and pleasurable ball control. Players

will react to the ball’s trajectory more intelligently and will feel the ball come to them more naturally. Passing accuracy has been
improved while ball control has been reinforced, making it easier to pass through the defense, and the development of players' abilities

has been re-balanced. Emotions are as important as talent when creating players. We've continued to fine tune player reactions and
balanced player progression to reflect every player's unique path to greatness. The all-new Bundesliga mode challenges you to master
the intricacies of the German league. Drive your team to the top of the Bundesliga and become the king of your favorite club! FIFA 22

will be available on all major digital platforms, and will feature hundreds of real-world props, cool celebrity and licensed content, game-
changing commentary by Eric Wynalda, expanded Ultimate Team, and new customization options for players and kits in Franchise and
Career mode. For more information on FIFA 22, please visit: www.fifa.com/22 Additional Features in FIFA 22: Ultimate Team - Matchday

Improvements - Now you can create a larger pool of Customizable players from the list of Players you have unlocked with Tokens.
Dynamic Weather - Now the weather impacts the game day itself and will affect play like rainy, snowy, or windy conditions. Double XP

Weekend - Experience a big jump in XP boost with a Double XP Weekend from July 16 to July 18th. Balanced Female Player Progression -
Perpetuate your career by playing as your own perfect woman of the game. Enhanced Legend Control - Superstar players have been re-

balanced and receive numerous bonuses/penalties with improved controls in Legend matchmaking. Stadium Improvements - The
stadiums in the game are well-known for their real-world sights and sounds, and most

Features Key:

Take control of FIFA 22 like you've never played the game before 
Rewrite history as you deliver 
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